
From a claims handler perspective cargo underwriters position against General Average statment
is generally subject to a limit set of defenses/countering arguments. 

Whilst not all General Average acts are incorrectly declared/placed, it’s always worth giving
cargo underwriters at least a realistic possibility of questioning the validity of the latter. 

Owners' position against cross actions by the cargo and their right of retaining/placing a lien
over cargo are protected by York Antwerp Lettered Rules. 

This situation would normally put underwriters in the uncomfortable position of placing expensive
Guarantees in order to release the cargo, even when facts suggest that Owners' may be held
liable for the events giving raise to the General Average declaration. Owners' may further
compel underwriters to pay the entire GA contribution without giving any regard to possible
crossed actions.

The next case study it's a clear example of a quick response and the knowledge of BARBUSS
team.

Case Study
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General Average contribution reduced to 0

Quick reaction and a wise use of available jurisdictions has enhanced the possibilities of
reducing the undesired effects of a misguided/inconsistent General Average declaration 
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Underwriters exposure towards General Average was the entire CIF value of the cargo.

Whilst the ship remained anchored in Chile, BARBUSS instructed a maritime/wet consultant to gather
evidence in order to ascertain the causes giving raise to the casualty. Owners' reaction was –in the first
place- not to disclose a single piece of evidence/statement, comfortably relying on agreed
Chartering/Contractual Terms. 

With the scope of obtaining all necessary evidence, and prior to the signing of any bond or guarantee,
BARBUSS Chile filed a preliminary disclosure request before local Chilean courts. Bearing in mind the
burden and consequences that would carry not complying with local Court Orders, Owners' agreed to
disclose all required evidences. These documents included –among others- detailed information as to the
quality of the bunkers prior sailing away from the Port of Loading in Vancouver. According to said
information, Owners' prepared the voyage relying on ‘low quality’ bunkers, fact that lead Owners' to
raise further complaints against Time Charterers. Whilst cargo underwriters were not privy of the existing
disputes between Owners' and Time Charterers, it was a fact that the ship was ‘set to sail’ on an
unseaworthy condition. 

This situation preceded the commencement of the voyage, which therefore mean that Owners' were in
breach of their obligations under the contract. Following this criteria we demanded the immediate return
of available General Average Bond & Guarantee. 
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Type of client & cargo
BARBUSS was instructed by one of the largest cold traders in Latin America and their backing
underwriters to handle losses related to an incident affecting a consignment of 77,000 MT of Coal
bound to be conveyed from Vancouver, CA to Several ports in Brazil.

The incident
On October 25, 2017, the ship suffered a major engine breakdown which was followed by a
blackout/power outage. At the time of the incident the ship was sailing at 330 nm. of the City of Puerto
Montt, Chile. On October 27 the ship owner declared General Average. The ship was towed to the
anchorage area nearby Puerto Montt where she remained for a period of 30 days awaiting
maintenance and class clearance. As consequence of the latter, Cargo interest were forced to place a
General Average Bond and Guarantee.

Claims handling and final outcome

The case was finally settled with Owners' decision to absolutely withdraw existing GA.
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